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ABSTRACT

Malaria detection and classification is still time and money costly. Nowadays, identification of malaria cells is achieved using some techniques that are relatively good, but they require time and high cost. Hence, there is a need of discovering alternative techniques to identify blood cells, that save both time and cost. In addition to time and cost, those new techniques should also be accurate and effective. Thus, in this work, we propose a transfer learning based GoogleNet approach for the classification of Malaria cells. The depth and inception of GoogleNet made it a very robust deep network that can classify accurately if trained and fine-tuned on enough number of data. Thus, in this study, 27558 of the 2 types of Malaria cells are used for fine-tuning and testing the pre-trained network GoogleNet. Experimentally, the employed GoogleNet fine-tuned to classify Malaria, showed a great capability in generalizing accurate and correct diagnosis of images that were not seen during training, in which it achieved a testing accuracy of 95% with a relatively short time and small number of epochs (1.5 hours).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Malaria is a possibly deadly parasitic disease of both human and creatures. Half of the total population is in danger of this dangerous irresistible disease. Intestinal sickness is of extraordinary threat to pregnant lady and kids, particularly those under five (Razzak, 2015). As a rule, Malaria infection could be analyzed by tiny examination of blood films. So as to give a solid conclusion, important preparing and concentrated human asset are required. Patients experiencing Malaria disease ought to be analyzed at beginning time and ought to be given a compelling and reasonable treatment inside 24 hours (WHO, 2015). Shockingly, most infections happen in rustic regions, where assets are a long way from being sufficient. Additionally inability to analyze on time may prompt off base medicines. This disturbing circumstance has incited scientists to create telemedicine answers for quick and precise recognizable proof of intestinal sickness infection. To give a thought of the red platelets engaged with this examination, we demonstrate a few examples in Figure 1.

![Figure 1.1: Samples of parasitized and uninfected Malaria images](image_url)

Studies on Malaria cell classification provided many diagnostic methods, most of which were based on machine learning, including unsupervised (Tek et al., 2010) and supervised learning (Ghosha, et al., 2013). However, the performance of these methods are highly sensitive to features extracted from original images. Although many works has been done on feature extraction for malaria cells, new feature extraction methods need to be designed for different datasets.
Deep learning (DL) has been lately applied to medical field and it showed a great efficiency and accuracy. Deep networks showed a great capability in image classification in particularly, when transfer learning is used to transfer the knowledge extracted from one well-trained convolutional neural network (CNN) that is trained on millions of images to train on another task such medical image classification. Those convolutional neural networks (AlexNet, GoogleNet, VGG16, ResNet etc.) have been applied to many medical applications (Szegedy et al., 2015; Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014; Krizhevsky et al., 2012) and it was found that those networks can perform accurately without the need of large databases as they are already trained on millions of data which provided them with the good features extraction power due to their trained convolutional filters and feature maps.

With the progression of computational abilities and in addition the advancement of capacity limit with regards to expansive scale information, profound learning has grown quickly as of late. Along these lines, the achievability of mechanizing lab investigation work utilizing neural system has been examined in the ongoing literary works (Mckenna et al., 1993; Elsalamony, 2016; Manik et al., 2017). As of late, Andre Esteva et al. (2017) utilized profound neural systems in skin disease classification undertaking and the execution was practically identical to 21 talented American dermatologists, which showed the great capability of utilizing profound learning calculations in clinical examination work.

In this thesis, a transfer learning based automatic classification system that is applied for the Classification of Malaria Infected Cells is presented. In order to achieve fully automated diagnosis without any manual feature extraction, we chose deep convolutional neural network (CNN) as the classifier. CNN can extract hierarchical representations of the input data. In this work, Inception network (Szegedy et al., 2015); was used to learn the inherent features of malaria infected and non-infected cells. Inception network is one of the best known CNN architectures. In this work, we aim to apply transfer learning using Inception network that will be trained on large number of malaria images and evaluate their performances in classifying them into parasitic and uninfected. The network will be trained on a dataset of 27558 images collected from the Malaria Cell Images Dataset (Malaria Cell Images Dataset, 2017).
Infected and non-infected cells of malaria are being classified in this work. The pre-trained model employed in this work is the GoogleNet (Szegedy et al., 2015) which is due to its efficacy in images classification. The Network is fine-tuned on 2 malaria classes in order to learn the different levels features that can classify each type and ends up with a good accuracy and minimum error. The images used in fine-tuning the pre-trained model GoogleNet are obtained from a public database in which microscopic images of the different classes cells are available. Those microscopic images are then used in order to train and test the GoogleNet and evaluate its performance in this medical classification task. Moreover, the network performance is compared to similar and related researches that used other networks and methods in order to classify blood cells.

1.2 Problem Formulation

Malaria detection and classification is still time and money costly. Identification of malaria cells can be done through some costly techniques. Those techniques are good but they require time and high cost. Hence, there is a need of discovering alternative techniques to identify blood cells, that saves both time and reduce cost. In addition to time and cost, those new techniques should also be accurate and effective. Thus, in this work, we propose a transfer learning based GoogleNet approach for the classification of Malaria cells. The depth and inception of GoogleNet made it a very robust deep network that can classify accurately if trained and fine-tuned on enough number of data. Thus, in this study, 27558 of the 2 types of cells are used for fine-tuning and testing the pre-trained network GoogleNet.
Figure 1.2: Original GoogleNet (Szegedy et al., 2015)
Figure 1.1 shows the original structure and architecture of GoogleNet. As can be seen the network is a convolutional neural network that consists of many layers which makes it so deep as it is comprised of 22 layers. More details about GoogleNet and its working principles are found in chapter three. In this part, only the problem formulation and the proposed system for classifying of malaria cells are shown.

Figure 1.2 shows a glance of the problem that is solved in this thesis, and the way it is solved. As seen, GoogleNet is employed here in order to transfer its knowledge and features extraction abilities into a new target task which is 2 types of cells classification. GoogleNet is fine-tuned using enough number of images until it become capable of generalizing the type of input malaria cell image as seen in Figure 1.2. Note that a deep convolutional neural network uses Softmax at its output layer, which means it gives outputs as probabilities of each class, and the class that achieved the higher probabilities is the actual output predicted by the network.

![Proposed system design](image)

**Figure 1.3:** Proposed system design
1.3 Aims of Thesis

An effective and robust intelligent system for the Malaria cells classification is required. Thus, transfer learning was found as the best technique that can achieve that goal. The reason behind using transfer learning is that pre-trained models do not need large number of images to be trained and consequently, this results in shorter training time compared to training a network from scratch. Thus, GoogleNet is fine-tuned in order to perform one more classification which is Malaria cells classification into 2 types: Infected and non-infected.

Deep learning models are mostly effective when a large training dataset is applied. In the medical field, large datasets are not usually available. Hence, transfer learning may be the only solution. Transfer learning refers to the use of pre-trained convolutional neural networks that are already trained on large datasets such as ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015), and benefit from their learned parameters, in particular weights, to the target network model.

In this thesis, we explore the strength of pre-trained model: GoogleNet, which is trained on images from ImageNet, which is considered a large scale nonmedical image dataset, for the task of Malaria cells images classification. We aim to investigate the generalization power of these deep learning approach when trained and tested on a relatively small database consisting of 27558 Malaria cells images.

1.4 Thesis Overview

This thesis is structured as follows:

- **Chapter one** is an introduction of the thesis which also shows the problem that is detected and studies in this thesis, as well as the scope, objective and the significance of the study.

- **Chapter two** includes theoretical background about neural networks. It also explains deep learning, transfer learning concepts in addition to discussing the convolutional neural network and how can transfer learning is accomplished.
• **Chapter three** presents the training phase of the work in which network training performance is discussed. Moreover, it also shows the network testing performance in addition to discussing the results and discussion of the thesis.

• **Chapter four** presents the results discussion and comparison of the network, in which results are discussed and compared with other works.

• **Chapter five** is a conclusion of the work.
2.1 Introduction

The nature of human brain structure is complex and precise and because of these properties of brain structure, makes brain to have capability to perform various difficult assignments. Scientifically, human brain uses biological neurons to perform these tasks. The exact number of neurons is unknown but these neurons can be approximated around billions of neurons (linked with each other). The principle of artificial neural networks (ANNs) is inspired by the mechanism of human biological brain; thus artificial neural networks can be defined as an imitation of the structure and the function of the biological brain. ANN can be used for various applications, such as pattern recognition and classification of the data by training operations (Haykin, 2009) and (Du and Swamy, 2013).

2.2 Malaria Detection Using Machine Learning

A few methodologies have been proposed and executed in which Malaria must be recognized by taking a blood test of patients in the research facility. These methods cause a postponement in the beginning of treatment. Because of which, Death proportion is impressively higher for Malaria disease on the planet. Parveen et al., (2017) proposed a research to accelerate the procedure of Malaria finding and processing. An Artificial Neural Network with MPL (Multi Layer Perceptron) is utilized alongside back propagation, back propagation with energy and versatile propagation rule for the expectation of Malaria (Parveen et al.,2017). Among every one of the three learning rules, Back propagation gives the more effective outcomes around 85%. In their proposed methodology, history and indications of patients are considered as information, framework examinations that information and foresee the outcome for the unfortunate casualty as positive or negative for Malaria. This application is valuable for those regions where there is no any research center office or where there is no Doctor; in such condition the individual who ready to work the application by giving just verbal history and physical appearance of the patient.
Moreover, Anand et al., (2012) have utilized connection strategy on the pictures acquired from DHIM to separate the malarial cells from the sound ones. A proficient computational systems, in light of the 3-D pictures delivered by advanced holographic interferometric microscopy (DHIM), to naturally segregate among malarial and solid RBCs can be exceptionally helpful. It will be invaluable if such DHIM catching instruments are versatile and simple to utilize. We propose the strategy to recognize the malaria contaminated RBCs from the solid ones utilizing Artificial Neural Network (ANN), in view of its physical/factual highlights that are separated from the pictures got from Digital Holographic Interferometric Microscope (DHM).

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for malaria finding is one time prepared clever program which is anything but difficult to utilize, compact, minimal effort and make malaria conclusion progressively fast and exact. Computerized holographic interferometric microscopy 3D image is the photographically or generally recorded obstruction design between a wave field dispersed from the item and a reasonable background, called the reference wave (Pandit & Anand, 2016).

2.3 Malaria Detection Using Deep Learning

Malaria is a life-threatening disease caused by parasites that are transmitted to people through the bites of infected mosquitoes. Automation of the diagnosis process will enable accurate diagnosis of the disease and hence holds the promise of delivering reliable healthcare to resource-scarce areas. Machine learning technologies have been used for automated diagnosis of malaria. Pan et al., (2017) present some of their recent progresses on highly accurate classification of malaria-infected cells using deep convolutional neural networks. First, authors described image processing methods used for segmentation of red blood cells from whole slide images. Then they discussed the procedures of compiling a pathologist-curated image dataset for training deep neural network, as well as data augmentation methods used to significantly increase the size of the dataset, in light of the overfitting problem associated with training deep convolutional neural networks. Moreover, authors compared the classification accuracies obtained by deep convolutional neural networks through training, validating, and testing with various combinations of the datasets. Authors claimed that their deep convolutional neural networks behaved differently on different
datasets; means that accuracy was different from one dataset to another where it achieved a maximum value for the CNN based on LeNet-5, which achieved an accuracy of almost 98%.

Also, Vijayalakshmi and Kanna, (2019) presented a deep learning system based on VGG and Support vector machine (SVM) for the detection of malaria in microscopic images. Authors of this work used SVM as a classifier instead of neural network and the accuracy achieved was high (93.1%) when it was tested.

Furthermore, a valuable research work of the evaluation of deep networks in identifying Malaria was presented by Dong et al., (2017). This research work encountered the usage of many and different deep networks that were all trained and tested to identify Malaria. A dataset of 1282 images of normal and infected images were used for training the system. However, 1283 were used for testing and validation (Dong et al., 2017). Deep networks that were employed for this task are: LeNet-5, AlexNet, and GoogleNet. Experimentally, authors showed that these networks behave differently and hence achieved different accuracies after testing on the same number of images: LeNet-5: 96.18%, AlexNet: 95.78%, GoogleNet: 98.13%.

The Rajaraman, et al., paper use six pre-prepared models on a dataset to acquire an amazing accuracy of 95.9% in distinguishing malaria vs. non-infected samples. Their center was to attempt some straightforward CNN models starting with no outside help and a few pre-prepared models utilizing transfer learning to see the results.

Liang et al., (2016) presented a study that proposes a new and robust machine learning model based on a convolutional neural network (CNN) to automatically classify single cells in thin blood smears on standard microscope slides as either infected or uninfected. In a ten-fold cross-validation based on 27,578 single cell images, the average accuracy of our new 16-layer CNN model is 97.37%. A transfer learning model only achieves 91.99% on the same images. The CNN model shows superiority over the transfer learning model in all performance indicators such as sensitivity (96.99% vs 89.00%), specificity (97.75% vs 94.98%), precision (97.73% vs 95.12%), F1 score (97.36% vs 90.24%), and Matthews correlation coefficient (94.75% vs 85.25%).
2.4 Neural Networks

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) can be defined as a data processing model which tries to imitate the way of human biological brain works. There are many nodes (neurons) that linked or connected with each other through lines (weight) in ANNs; these neurons work with each other to find solution for specific tasks. The processes of neural networks (NN) consist of two steps; the first step is training or learning of neural network through use of data (examples) which can be carried out by using learning algorithm. Whereas, the second step is recalling; this step means testing the trained network for new given data (examples). However, the structure, properties of neurons and training methods are factors that affects classification of neural networks or specify the type of neural network. The most common types of neural network are listed below (Haykin, 2009; Du and Swamy, 2013; Kriesel, 2007; Tino et al., 2015; Gurney, 1997).

2.4.1 Neural networks types

A Feed-Forward Neural Networks (FFNNs): are the most commonly used type of neural networks. FFNNs consist of three types of layers (inputs layer, hidden layer and output layer). the structure of FFNNs is sorted by the type of layers, such as the first layer is input layer and last layer is the output layer, whereas the middle layers (located between input and output layer) can be called as hidden layers, which can be one or more layers. Moreover, in FFNs, the neurons are connected to the following layer neurons by one-direction lines (weights). In other words, there is no feed-back connection in FFNN and the neurons of same layer are not connected with each other. The most common types of Feed-Forward neural networks are listed below (Haykin, 2009; Du and Swamy, 2013; Kriesel, 2007; Tino et al., 2015; Gurney, 1997).

a) Multilayer perceptron

b) Radial basis function network

Recurrent neural network: is a less conventional type of neural network. The architecture of this network allows feed-back connection between neurons. Further, minimum amount of feed-back connection between neurons in this network must one feed-back connection.
Also in this network, the neurons of same layer can be connected with each other. The commonly used types of Recurrent neural network are listed below (Haykin, 2009; Du and Swamy, 2013; Kriesel, 2007; Tino et al., 2015; Gurney, 1997).

a) Hopfield network

b) Boltzmann machine.

2.4.2 Single layer perceptron

It is artificial neuron model that can be defined as a mathematical model of a biological neuron with several inputs \((x_1, x_{i1})\) and one single output \((y)\). Furthermore, McCulloch and Pitts model also can be referred as a simple neuron paradigm that gathers input patterns and assign them as input parameters through the associated parameters of the weights. In other words, linear threshold system is a neuron that can operates all the number of inputs from another units and form an actual values, this process is performed in accordance to the activation function. The transfer function performs mapping from the input (real values) to the output (into interval); this mapping can be a linear or nonlinear. The sigmoidal function (hard-limiter) was used in McCulloch and Pitts model as transfer function, which referred by \((\theta)\). The synapses in artificial neuron model is referred as weights \((w)\) which is the connection lines between inputs and neuron. Moreover, in McCulloch and Pitts model the values of the weight \((w)\) and threshold \((\theta)\) were fixed. Artificial neuron model can easily classify inputs set into two various classes (which means the output is binary). The output \((y)\) in artificial neuron or McCulloch and Pitts model is specified by summation of the dot product between weight and input parameters \((w_i, x_i)\) with respect to the activation function \(\theta\) (Haykin, 2009; Du and Swamy, 2013; Gurney, 1997).

\[
N = \sum_{i=1}^{l1} w_i x_i - \theta = w^T x - \theta \quad (2.1)
\]

\[
y = \theta (N) \quad (2.2)
\]
Figure 2.1: Architecture of artificial-neuron model (McCulloch and Pitts model) (Du and Swamy, 2013)

N = network of artificial neuron model, whereas, $x$ is the input parameters.

$w$ represents the weight or the connection lines between inputs and transfer function.

$\Phi$ is the activation function (sigmoidal).

$\theta$ is the threshold which is an attribute uses to move the decision boundary away from the origin.

In 1957, the first perceptron (single-layer perceptron paradigm) was developed by Rosenblatt which was inspired by McCulloch & Pitts model and the idea of Hebb (Hebbian learning rule). Rosenblatt’s Perceptron model has the capability to classify inputs set into more than two classes unlike artificial neuron (McCulloch & Pitts) model which can only classify inputs set into two classes. In single-layer perceptron model, different activation functions ($\Phi$) have been used such as a bipolar. Also, the weights ($w$) and thresholds or biases ($\theta$) is calculated analytically or by a learning algorithm. However, the output ($'y$) of single-layer perceptron can be written as following (Haykin, 2009; Du and Swamy, 2013; Fausett, 1994; Tino et al., 2015).

\[
N = w^T x - \theta \tag{2.3}
\]

\[
'y = \Phi(N) \tag{2.4}
\]
Single-layer perceptron has capability only to find solution for linear separable problems. The weight between neurons can be adjusted by using learning algorithm (Rosenblatt’s perceptron convergence theorem) and this can be driven through error equation ($E_{t,j}$). Moreover, the learning algorithm of perceptron can be written as following:

\[
N_{t,j} = \sum_{i=1}^{J} x_{t,i} w_{ij} - \theta_j = w_j^T x_t - \theta_j
\]

(2.5)

\[
'y_{t,j} = \begin{cases} 
1 & N_{t,j} > 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

(2.6)

\[
E_{t,j} = y_{t,j} - 'y_{t,j}
\]

(2.7)

\[
w_{ij}(t + 1) = w_{ij}(t) - n x_{t,i} E_{t,j}
\]

(2.8)

N = network of single-layer perceptron, whereas, $x_{t,i}$ is the $i$th input of the $t$th example. $w_{ij}$ is the $i$th weigh at the $r$th node (stand for connected lines between neurons). $\theta$ is the bias or threshold for neuron. while, $\phi$ is the transfer or activation function. $E_{t,j}$ is denote to the error.
$y_{t,1}$ is referred to the real output (desired).

$\hat{y}_{t,1}$ is the actual output (predicted from network) (Du and Swamy, 2013).

2.5 Backpropagation Algorithm

It is a well-known and widely used training rule which is type of supervised learning. It is delta rule generalization which also referred as Least Mean Squares Algorithm (LMS). This algorithm aims to reduce the cost function analogous to the mean square error among the real and predicted output values through using gradient- descent method. In Back propagation algorithm, at the beginning of first epoch, the input layer in network is fed by the input pattern and then the output is produced. The error (the difference between target and actual value) propagates to backward and thus a blocked-loop hold system is formed. The gradient-descent algorithm is used to modify the weights. The activation function plays important role in allowing to back-propagation rule to be applied. The error can be calculated by using mean square error MSE equation.

$$E = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{z=1}^{M} E_z = \frac{1}{2M} \sum_{z=1}^{M} \|\hat{Y}z - 'Yz\|^2$$

(2.9)

$$E_z = \frac{1}{2} \|\hat{Y}z - 'Yz\|^2 = \frac{1}{2} e_z^T e_z$$

(2.10)

$$e_z = \hat{Y}z - 'Yz$$

(2.11)

The Error (E) is reduced by employing gradient-descent which allows to the weights to be adjusted. This can be done using below equation.

$$\Delta_z \, W = -\eta \frac{\partial E_z}{\partial W}$$

(2.12)

$\eta$ is referrers to rate of learning and represents our step size which ranged between (0-1) and this can be chosen manually. W is representing the parameters of networks such as weights and bias. Furthermore, equation (22) referred back-propagation algorithm.
Moreover, the algorithm can be better through involve using of (µ) momentum factor which analyze and the provide status for convergence (Haykin, 2009; Du and Swamy, 2013; Kriesel, 2007; Xiao, 1996; Tino et al., 2015; Shwartz and David, 2014).

\[
\Delta_z(t) W = -n \frac{\partial E_z}{\partial W} + \mu \Delta W(t - 1) \tag{2.13}
\]

**Figure 2.3:** Effects of learning rate and momentum parameters on weight updating

### 2.6 Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional neural network (CNN) has been employed successfully for several tasks in machine vision (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014). Generally, the CNN relies on architectural features which include the receptive field, weight sharing and pooling operation to take into account the 2D characteristic of structured data such as images. The concept of weight sharing for convolution maps drastically reduce model parameters; this has the important implications that the model is less prone to over-fitting as compared to fully connected models of comparable size. The pooling operation essentially reduces the spatially dimension of input maps and allow the CNN to learn some invariance to moderate distortions in the training; this feature enhances the generalization of the CNN at test time as model is more tolerant to moderate distortion in the test data (Szegedy et al., 2015).

The typical CNN is shown in Figure 2.4. Essentially, convolution layers, pooling layers and the fully connected layer are shown. For example, layer 1 employs \( n \) convolution filters of size \( a \times a \) to generate a bank of \( n \) convolution maps (C1) of size \( i \times i \); this is
followed by a pooling (sub-sampling) operation on the convolution maps with a window size of b×b. Therefore, pooling layer (S1) compose n feature maps of size j×j; where, j = i/b (He et al., 2016). The convolution layer performs feature extraction on the incoming inputs via a convolution filter of specified size.

The pooling operation pools features across input maps using a window of specified size; common pooling operations used in applications are the average and max pooling (Rios & Kavuluru, 2014). In average pooling, the average value of the inputs captured by the pooling window is taken; while, in max pooling, the maximum value of the inputs captured by the pooling window is taken.

For learning the classifier model, features are forward-propagated through the network to the fully connected layer with an output layer of Softmax units. Then, the backpropagation learning algorithm can be employed to update the model parameters via gradient descent update rule.

![Figure 2.4: The LeNet-5 Architecture, a convolutional neural network.](image)

The advancement in computer industries has motivated the researchers to further improve the performance of the CNN by making it deeper and more feasible. Therefore, a CNN of 19 layers was proposed and called VGG-Net (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014). Also, Szegedy et al. (2015) proposed a 22 layers deep network named GoogLeNet which also includes an improvement in the architecture and working principles of the CNN by adding an inception module to it. Moreover, a CNN of 152 layers named ResNet (ResNet-152) was proposed by He et al. (2016).
Convolutional layers in a convolutional neural network systematically apply learned filters to input images in order to create feature maps that summarize the presence of those features in the input. Convolutional layers prove very effective, and stacking convolutional layers in deep models allows layers close to the input to learn low-level features (e.g. lines) and layers deeper in the model to learn high-order or more abstract features, like shapes or specific objects.

A limitation of the feature map output of convolutional layers is that they record the precise position of features in the input. This means that small movements in the position of the feature in the input image will result in a different feature map. This can happen with re-cropping, rotation, shifting, and other minor changes to the input image.

A common approach to addressing this problem from signal processing is called down sampling. This is where a lower resolution version of an input signal is created that still contains the large or important structural elements, without the fine detail that may not be as useful to the task.

Down sampling can be achieved with convolutional layers by changing the stride of the convolution across the image. A more robust and common approach is to use a pooling layer.

A pooling layer is a new layer added after the convolutional layer. Specifically, after a nonlinearity (e.g. ReLU) has been applied to the feature maps output by a convolutional layer; for example the layers in a model may look as follows:

1. Input Image
2. Convolutional Layer
3. Nonlinearity
4. Pooling Layer

The addition of a pooling layer after the convolutional layer is a common pattern used for ordering layers within a convolutional neural network that may be repeated one or more times in a given model.

The pooling layer operates upon each feature map separately to create a new set of the same number of pooled feature maps.
Pooling involves selecting a pooling operation, much like a filter to be applied to feature maps. The size of the pooling operation or filter is smaller than the size of the feature map; specifically, it is almost always 2×2 pixels applied with a stride of 2 pixels. This means that the pooling layer will always reduce the size of each feature map by a factor of 2, e.g. each dimension is halved, reducing the number of pixels or values in each feature map to one quarter the size. For example, a pooling layer applied to a feature map of 6×6 (36 pixels) will result in an output pooled feature map of 3×3 (9 pixels).

The pooling operation is specified, rather than learned. Two common functions used in the pooling operation are:

- **Average Pooling**: Calculate the average value for each patch on the feature map.
- **Maximum Pooling (or Max Pooling)**: Calculate the maximum value for each patch of the feature map.

### 2.7 Transfer Learning

In medical image analysis and processing, a most common issue is that the number of available data for research purposes is limited and small. Hence, training a fully deep network structure like CNN with small number of data may result in Overfitting, which is usually the reason of low performance and generalization power (Long et al., 2015).

Transfer learning is one solution of this problem, by sharing the learned parameters of effective and well-trained networks on a very large dataset. The concept of transfer learning is the use of a pre-trained model that is already trained on large datasets, and transfer its pre-trained learning parameters, in particular weights, to the target network model (Cheng & Malhi, 2017). The last fully connected layers are then trained with initial random weights on the new dataset. Note that, although the dataset is different than the on the network was trained.
Transfer learning has been used extensively in medical imaging and it showed a great efficacy in terms of accuracy, training time, and error rates (Lei et al., 2018). In this research, one different pre-trained model has been employed for the classification of Malaria cells into 2 different classes. This convolutional neural network is: GoogleNet.

### 2.7.1 GoogleNet (Inception)

GoogleNet is a deep convolutional neural network that was proposed at ILSVRC in 2014 (a.k.a. Inception V1) from Google (Szegedy et al., 2015). This network was able of achieving the least top-5 error rate of 6.67%. This error was very close to the one achieved by humans when they were forced to have the same challenge. GoogleNet architecture is inspired by the typical CNN “LeNet”; however, this network has more features and novel elements such as the inception module found throughout the network layers. GoogleNet, uses also batch normalization, RMSprop, and image distortions just like other networks. The most important and different part and improvement of this network compared to other deep convolutional neural networks is the inception module. This module is a combination of different small convolutions that are done throughout the network layers in order to
reduce the number of hyperparameters to 4 million. Note that number of parameters of previous network like AlexNet was 60 million.

The network architecture is seen in Figure 2.12. As seen the network consists of 22 layers which makes very deep but with less number of parameters compared to other networks due to its inception modules.

![GoogleNet architecture and its inception module](image)

**Figure 2.6:** GoogleNet architecture and its inception module (Szegedy et al., 2015)

### 2.7.2 Inception Module

The Inception Module is based on a pattern recognition network which mimics the animal visual cortex. After presenting several examples of images, the network gets used to small details; middle sized features or almost whole images if they come up very often (Szegedy et al., 2015). Each layer of the deep network reinforces some features it thinks is there and passes on to the next. If it has been trained to recognize faces, the first layer detects edges, the second overall design, the third eyes, mouth, nose, the fourth the face, the fifth the mood, for instance.

Working with inception means they do not feed the trained network a real image, but random noise. It tries to Figure out if there is something it is acquainted with in this image.
Then, they backpropagate the firing force of the last layer reconstructing an interpreted version of the input bits. This new image is then presented to the network again and the process is iterated. It works exactly like humans looking at the clouds and finding sheep, faces, monsters. It's pattern reinforcement.

![Inception Module in GoogleNet](image)

**Figure 2.7:** Inception module in GoogleNet (Szegedy et al., 2015)

### 2.7.3 AlexNet

AlexNet is the first convolutional neural network that achieved the highest classification accuracy at the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) in 2012 (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). This deep structure is comprised of eight main layers; the first five layers are mainly convolutions, while the last three are fully connected layers. Each convolutional layer is followed by an activation function layer, i.e. Rectified Linear Units layer (ReLU), proposed to improve the performance of the network by making the training faster than equivalents of “tanh” activation functions. After each convolution layer, a max-pooling is used in AlexNet, in order to reduce the network size.

Moreover, a dropout layer is added after the first two fully connected layer which helps to reduce the number of neurons and prevent overfitting (Srivastava et al., 2014). Finally, a
Softmax layer is added after the last layer to classify the input given data. Figure 2.8 shows the structure of the AlexNet.

**Figure 2.8: Blockdiagram of AlexNet**

**2.7.3 VGG-16**

The VGG-16 is deep convolutional neural network that was proposed at ILSVRC in 2014 (Simonyan et al., 2014), and was able to achieve the least error rate. This network consists of 16 main layers, among them 13 are convolutional layers while the remaining are fully connected layers. Unlike the AlexNet, all of the convolutions layers of VGG-16 have the same filter size. Moreover, ReLU layers, max pooling layers, fully connected layers, and dropout layers are also used in the VGG-16. Figure 2.9 shows the structure of the VGG-16.

**Figure 2.9: VGG-16 Model Architecture**
CHAPTER 3
MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Methodology

Image processing and manual features extraction of images can be so complex and time consuming. Therefore, there was a big need of networks that can extract features from images automatically through its layers. This was the motivation of creating deep learning networks. The depth of networks is made to extract low and high level features without any feature engineering techniques.

Many deep networks were created, however, the best deep network for features extraction from domain space is the deep convolutional neural network (DCNN). This is due to its depth in which convolutions, pooling, regularization, and normalization are applied to images, which allows the extraction of different levels of abstractions of input data.

In practice, the training of deep convolutional neural networks created from scratch is a tedious task. This is because CNNs are deep, which means many hyperparameters to be trained in addition to filters learning and weights update and calculation of errors which requires long time. Moreover, CNNs need large datasets in order to be trained and to not overfit. This can be an issue since it is relatively difficult to find some large datasets especially in the medicine field.

Recently, deep networks architectures are presented. Those networks are convolutional neural networks with different architectures and number of layers such as AlexNet, VGG-NET, GoogleNet etc… These networks are trained on ImageNet; a public dataset of millions of general images used to train the new models to classify 1000 classes. After training those models have obtained great generalization capabilities in classifying 1000 objects.

Researchers found that the solution of these problems is to fine-tune those pre-trained models instead of training CNNs from scratch. They also found that this storing of knowledge gained by a network can lead to better results as the pre-trained models are
trained on millions of data and gained great features extraction capabilities due to their learned filters.

Transfer learning is to use a pre-trained model in order to fine-tune it to classify a new task in addition to the images it was trained to classify. This is achieved by storing its knowledge gained by training it on one problem and applying it to classify new images using its trained filters and parameters (Figure 3.1).

In this thesis, transfer learning is applied to solve the problem of Malaria cells classification into 2 types. GoogleNet is fine-tuned in this work in order to add a new classification task to its functions, as shown in Figure 3.1 and 3.2. This network contains 3 classification layers named as Loss1, Loss2, and Loss3. Those are fully connected layers and they are retrained during fine-tuning of the network to its new classification task which is Malaria cells classification.

Figure 3.1 shows the fine-tuning process of GoogleNet to be trained to classify Malaria cells. As seen in the Figure, all layers are fixed except the last three layers which are classification layers. Those three layers are retrained as they represent the fully connected layer, which is a traditional feedforward neural network. Those three layers are retrained using backpropagation learning algorithm in which error is reduced and weights are updated until the network reaches a minimum square error with a high classification rate.

**Figure 3.1:** Fine-tuning of GoogleNet to classify Malaria cells
Figure 3.2 shows a block diagram of the whole process of fine-tuning GoogleNet to classify malaria into infected and uninfected images. As seen, images are first used for fine-tuning the network but first pre-trained weights and parameters should be freezeed as they are already well trained using millions of images; which is the main aim of transfer learning. As seen in the block diagram, network is first trained for its new task; which is hers Malaria classification and then it is tested using new unseen images in order to measure its capability of generalizing accurate diagnosis of new images.

**Figure 3.2:** Block diagram of the whole training and testing process of GoogleNet
3.2 Data

The employed model is trained and tested using Malaria cells images collected from a public database. This dataset is taken from kaggle (Kaggle, 2017) which is an online community and environment for machine learning researchers and a place for machine learning competitions. This dataset contains 27558 images of Malaria cells which includes infected and uninfected cells with their cell types or labels. The dataset is divided into approximately 13779 images of each type of the 2 different blood cells (Table 3.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Number of data</th>
<th>Infected</th>
<th>Uninfected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27558</td>
<td>13779</td>
<td>13779</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.4 shows a sample of the dataset images of the 2 different normal and Malaria blood cells.

Figure 3.3: Sample of dataset images of the two different Malaria cells
3.2 Training of Pre-trained Model GoogleNet

In this work, the employed model is trained and tested using Matlab environment. The networks were simulated on a Windows 64-bit desktop computer with an Intel Core i7 4770 central processing unit (CPU) and 8 GB random access memory. Note that there was no graphical processing unit (GPU) available in the used desktop.

The pre-trained model used in this research were trained and tested on a ratio of 60% of the available data. The performance of the networks was then evaluated using a held out test set of the remaining 40% of the data. Note that images were all resized in order to fit the GoogleNet input which requires input images to be of size 224*224 pixels. Loss and accuracy of each model were calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Loss} = -(1/n) \sum_{i=1}^{n} \log(P(CC)) \tag{3.1}
\]

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{CC}{T} \tag{3.2}
\]

where \(P(CC)\) is the probability of the correctly classified images, \(n\) is the number of images, and \(T\) is the total number of images during the training and/or testing phases.

GoogleNet is a pre-trained model architecture used in this research. It is a convolutional neural network winning in the ILSVRC 2014 competition. As shown in Figure 3.2, the network mainly consists of 22 layers including inception modules which are used to reduce number of parameters of the network to 4 million. The last three layers of the network are the fully connected layers and they are denoted as Loss1, Loss2, Loss3. At the last layer, there is Softmax activation function that is used to show the output as probabilities.

Note that the publicly available weights of the network trained against the ILSVRC14 are used in this transfer learning based research. As we are using a pre-trained model, its final
fully connected layer Loss3 was removed and a new layer was added and it has 2 output neurons corresponding to the 2 Malaria cells categories. Note that the weights of this layer are initialized at random. On the other hand, the other layers are remained in the network but their weights were frozen to act as a feature extractor. These weights are already trained on millions of images to extract high level features of the input data. For training, a batch size of 200 images for each iteration is used via stochastic gradient descent (Wijnhoven & Dewith, 2010). Also, the learning rates for the fully connected Loss1, Loss2, and Loss3 layers were fixed at 0.001, 0.001, and 0.01, respectively during training. Consequently, this allows the network to learn faster for the final fully connected layer. Moreover, the network is fine-tuned using 60% of the available data, and 20 epochs are set to train the network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.2: GoogleNet learning parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GoogleNet</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning parameters</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Values</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning rates (Loss1, Loss2, Loss3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of epochs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieved mean square error (MSE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.2 shows the learning parameters of the GoogleNet model. It can be seen that the network has achieved a training accuracy of 97.5% in approximately 1.5 hours and 20 epochs.

Figure 3.4 shows the variations of accuracy in terms of epochs increase. It is seen that the network’s accuracy was improving with the increase of epochs during training and testing until a minimum square error and accuracies of 97.5% and 95% are achieved, respectively.

This achieved accuracy can be considered as good and also, the network required relatively good time to achieve such results.

3.3 Testing of GoogleNet

Once trained, GoogleNet was tested on 40% of the available data which includes the 2 types of Malaria cells. Figure 3.5 shows the testing accuracy variations in terms of epochs increasing. It can be seen that the network performed well in testing in which it was capable of reaching an accuracy of 95%
Figure 3.4: Accuracy variations with the change of Epochs

Table 3.3 shows the results of the performance of the fine-tuned and tested GoogleNet during both training and testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GoogleNet</th>
<th>Data Number</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Accuracy</td>
<td>60% of data</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing Accuracy</td>
<td>40% of data</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Results and Discussion

Upon training, the employed pre-trained model is tested on 40% of the available data. Table 4.1 shows the performances of the model during training and testing. As seen, GoogleNet achieved 97.5% training accuracy; however, it was not capable of achieving such accuracy during testing, where it scored a lower recognition rate of 95%. On the other hand, this testing accuracy is also satisfactory as this classification task is tedious since there is a similarity between all Malaria cells. This might have made the network fall into local minima. Moreover, GoogleNet required 20 epochs to achieve such accuracy, which is relatively good to achieve such accuracy and a minimum square error of 0.017. In contrast, to achieve this accuracy and to reach that small error the network required a long training time of 1.5 hours in order to converge and fine-tune. This time is obviously due to the depth of network as it contains many hidden layers. Also, it is because of the number of images which can be considered large number.

Figure 3.4 shows the learning curve of the fine-tuned GoogleNet. This Figure shows the accuracy variations with respect to the Epochs increasing during training and testing of network. It can be seen that network was trained well; however, the increase of depth of GoogleNet makes it more difficult to train, i.e. it required longer time and more epochs to reach the minimum square error (MSE) and converge. Furthermore, it is important to mention that this difference in time and epochs number of GoogleNet ended up with a low MSE and good accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of images</th>
<th>Number of Epochs</th>
<th>Error reached (mse)</th>
<th>Training time</th>
<th>Training accuracy</th>
<th>Testing accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60% of data (train)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>1.5 hours</td>
<td>97.4%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% of data (test)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Performances of the model during training and testing
For more understanding of the network learning performance and to have insight into the different levels features learned by the employed models, we sought to visualize the learned kernels or features in the convolutional layers.

**Figure 4.1:** Learned filters of GoogleNet This image is produced by the network and it shows the learned feature maps of the network. those images represents different parts of images like corners, edges, objects etc..

Figure 4.1 shows the visualizations of extracted features of Malaria images by the GoogleNet pre-trained model. It is seen that different levels of abstractions are extracted during each layer which helps the network in learning the exact and appropriate features that distinguish the two different classes of infected and uninfected Malaria cells.

### 4.2 Performance Evaluation Metrics

These metrics are derived from classification of the tested sampling images, as shown in Table 4.2 its being derived by a contingency table which is called confusion matrix. Accuracy indicates the percentage of rightly classified image samples, without considering their class labels. For a binary classification that concludes on positive and negative
classes, Sensitivity is the percentage of correctly classified samples, Specificity is the number of correctly negative samples classified.

\[
Accurac\_y = \frac{(TP + TN)}{TN + TP + FP + FN}
\]

\[
Sensitivity = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

\[
Specificity = \frac{TN}{TN + FP}
\]

Table 4.2: Performance metrics of the networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Model</th>
<th>GoogleNet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misclassified</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2 shows the ROC curve which is the model selection metric for bi–multi class classification problem. This curve is a probability curve for the two classes of the proposed classification system. ROC shows how good the model is for distinguishing the given classes, in terms of the predicted probability.
4.3 Results Comparison

A comparison of the developed networks employed in this work with some earlier works is shown in Table 4.3. Firstly, it is seen that the employed pre-trained CNNs achieved high recognition rates compared to other deep networks, which is obviously due to their powerful efficiency in extracting the important features from input images. The pre-trained convolutional neural networks (GoogleNet) employed within this work achieved higher accuracies than other earlier work that used a conventional neural network (Yu et al., 2017), which was built from scratch. Furthermore, it is important to note that the networks gained a better generalization capability compared to those other methods and networks used for Malaria cells classification such as BPNN (Das et al., 2011) and other machine learning and image processing techniques used in (Das et al., 2013).

It is also remarkable that our method achieved higher accuracies that other related works which also used convolutional neural networks such as in (Kaewkamnerd et al., 2012) and (Sorgedrager, 2018).
Table 4.3: Results comparison with other works

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification objectives</th>
<th>Classifier used</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Das et al., 2011)</td>
<td>2 types (Infected and uninfected)</td>
<td>Backpropagation neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our method</td>
<td>2 types (Infected and uninfected)</td>
<td>GoogleNet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification objectives</th>
<th>Classifier used</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Kaewkamnerd et al., 2012)</td>
<td>2 types (Infected and uninfected)</td>
<td>CNN based device his own design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sorgedrager, 2018)</td>
<td>2 types (Infected and uninfected)</td>
<td>CNN his own design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our method</td>
<td>2 types (Infected and uninfected)</td>
<td>GoogleNet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

In this research, transfer learning based neural networks were employed. GoogleNet is used in this research to be the classifier of this work. Transfer learning is used in this work due to the power of pre-trained models in extracting features and achieving high classification rates. Their features learned on a source task are transferred to a new task, Malaria cells dataset, in order to learn the classification of Malaria cells into infected and uninfected. In order to fine-tune GoogleNet, its features extraction layers were all freezeed so that their learned filters can be used. However, its last three layers were retrained since these are the classification layers and they should be learned to classify the Malaria cells into 2 types.

GoogleNet was fine-tuned on 60% of the data and tested using the remaining 40%. During training network achieved an accuracy of 97.4%, while 95% was achieved during testing.

It was concluded that GoogleNet, a complex very deep architecture of achieved a significantly higher classification accuracy when distinguishing between normal and abnormal Malaria cells images, as compared to that of other methods such as CNN created from scratch, SVM, and decision tree. Furthermore, GoogleNet network learned features visualization demonstrates that mid and high level features are learned effectively by the model.

Overall, it can be stated that the transfer of knowledge from a well-trained convolutional network to extract the rightful features and an accurate of identification of new unseen Malaria images, is possible. Thus, it can be stated that the GoogleNet can be a good classifier for the Malaria classification task, with a small margin of errors.
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APPENDIX 1

GOOGLENET SOURCE CODE

- Source code

dataFolder = 'C:\Users\Toshiba\Documents\MATLAB\Data';
categories = {'Infected', 'Uninfected'};
imds = imageDatastore(fullfile(dataFolder, categories), ...
    'LabelSource', 'foldernames');

[trainingImages,validationImages] = splitEachLabel(imds,0.8,'randomized');
net = googlenet;
% Extract the layer graph from the trained network and plot the layer graph.

lgraph = layerGraph(net);
figure('Units','normalized','Position',[0.1 0.1 0.8 0.8]);
plot(lgraph)

lgraph = removeLayers(lgraph, {'loss3-classifier','prob','output'});
numClasses=4;
% numClasses = numel(categories(trainingImages.Labels));
ewLayers = [fullyConnectedLayer(numClasses,'Name','fc','WeightLearnRateFactor',20,'BiasLearnRateFactor',20) ... softmaxLayer('Name','softmax') ... classificationLayer('Name','classoutput')];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,newLayers);

lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,'pool5-drop_7x7_s1','fc');

figure('Units','normalized','Position',[0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4]);
plot(lgraph)
ylim([0,10])

options = trainingOptions('sgdm',...
    'MiniBatchSize',10, ...
    'MaxEpochs',3, ...
    'InitialLearnRate',1e-4, ...
    'ValidationFrequency',3, ...
    'ValidationPatience',Inf, ...
    'Verbose',false, ...
    'Plots','training-progress');

net = trainNetwork(trainingImages,lgraph,options);
[predictedLabels, probs] = classify(net,validationImages);
accuracy = mean(predictedLabels == validationImages.Labels)
idx = randperm(numel(validationImages.Files),4);
figure
for i = 1:4
    subplot(2,2,i)
    I = readimage(validationImages,idx(i));
    imshow(I)
    label = predictedLabels(idx(i));
    title(string(label) + ", " + num2str(100*max(probs(idx(i),:)),3) + 
"%);
APPENDIX 2

ACTIVATIONS SOURCE CODE

- Code

```matlab
load G1
im=imread('M1.jpeg');
act2 = activations(net,im,'conv2-norm2');
act2 = reshape(act2,size(act2,1),size(act2,2),1,size(act2,3));
act2_scaled = mat2gray(act2);
tmp = act2_scaled(:);
lim = stretchlim(tmp);
lim(1) = 0;
tmp = imadjust(tmp,lim);
act2_stretched = reshape(tmp,size(act2_scaled));
clf
montage(act2_stretched)
title('Activations from the conv2-relu_7x7 layer','Interpreter','none')
```